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This training is a blend of trainer-led and experiential 
learning. It identifies the key concepts of creative thinking 
and problem solving. It gives the delegates a range of
versatile and effective techniques; ideal for those seeking 
new answers to old problems, and those in search of 
first-time solutions to major new problems.

On this course, delegates will learn how to approach
problems holistically by first identifying, then analyzing the 
situation before moving to solution development.
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Located at the
heart of Dubai

We are also associated with CPD UK, the premier accreditation service provider in the United Kingdom.

Learners Point is a well-recognized institute in 
corporate and  individual training in the MENA 
region and has contributed to the career success of 
more than 110,000 professionals since its founding 
in 2001. We are ISO 9001:2015 quality management 
system certified. 

Our training institute is licensed by the Government
of Dubai, UAE, and our certifications are widely 
recognized by employers around the globe. 
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• Define what is a problem and the 
 different types of problems
• Recognize the importance of
 dealing with the cause of a problem
• Identify barriers to solving
 problems and how to overcome them
• Understand the different techniques
 to define and resolve simple and complex problems
• Learn how to apply logical and creative approaches to    
 solving problems and making decisions
• Explore traditional and creative tools for
 to generate solutions
• Learn the effective ways on how to create
 an innovative environment in your workplace
• Understand the different thinking styles
• Analyze the functions of the hemisphere of our brain
• Understand the different decision-making models
• Recognize the different decision-making
 traps and how to avoid them
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Defining problem

Why do
problems arise?

Problem
solving tools

Creative
thinking tools

What is
creative thinking?



Course outline

Defining problem

• What is a problem?

• Different types of problems

• Convergent and divergent problems

• Prioritizing the problem

• Problem solvers – the different types

Why do problems arise?

• How to recognize a problem

• Analyzing the causes of problems

• Writing a problem statement

• Negative and positive approaches to problems

• Taking ownership of the problem
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Problem solving tools

• 6-Step problem solving technique

• Fishbone diagram

• Fact finding

• The cause and effect’ method

• Pareto analysis – 80/20 rule

• Mapping the problem – force field analysis

What is creative thinking?

• Types of thinking

• Conscious and subconscious mind

• Types of conditioning

• Barriers to creativity
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Creative thinking tools

• The ‘why-why’ and ‘how-how’ method

• The ‘matrix’

• Brainstorming

• Mind mapping

• The benefits of each technique



Tatek Abayneh Mebratu  
Executive Coach, Power Skills and HR
Trainer, and he is a, Mentor and Career
Counselor. He coaches individuals to reflect 
on their whole self (work and life), and 
validate and define  their objectives through 
to realization. He also coaches and trains on 
corporate development programs.

Tatek brings almost 20 years of 
business experience in the Middle East 
and Africa region in Banking, Management & 
Consultancy and Learning and Development 
industries. He works with senior executives, 
corporate and individual clients.

Graduated with Bachelor’s degree in the field 
of Public Administration, Tatek is a certified 
trainer and coach in the development of 
Power Skills and Human Resources like: 

• Executive coaching

• Train the trainer

• Championing change

• Relationships &
 trust-building

• Teamwork

• Adaptability

• Creativity

• Work ethic

• Leadership

• Attention to detail

• Strategic human
 resource management

• Sales techniques

Trainer

About our trainer

Certifications
• Train the trainer
• Coaching skills for
 leaders and managers
• Strategic human resources
• Corporate and strategic
 communications
 skills for managers
• Investigative journalism
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Muhammad Razik
“Very informative, really made me think 
about possible scenarios, particularly in the 
workplace.”

Jacob Alex
“My overall experience was wonderful with 
Learners Point team. Our trainer knew in and 
out of the subject and shared a lot of 
insights which can help me at my workplace 
to be more effective. Moreover, it was a 
good opportunity to network with people of 
same interest. Thank you Leaners Point and 
I recommend this program to all who would 
to excel at their workplace."
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